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1. INTRODUCTION 
We combine ideas from three areas: 
(1) foliations, 
(2) the ergodic theorem, 
(3) Brownian motion. 
Regarding the leaves of a compact foliated Riemannian manifold as the 
orbits of a dynamical system, we will prove a Birkhoff ergodic theorem 
asserting that the spatial average of a function equals its time average along 
random paths in the leaves. There are several unexpected evelopments in 
the foundations. 
First, there always are measures on any compact foliated Riemannian 
manifold (M,F) with respect o which an adequate (brownian motion along 
the leaves) ergodic theorem holds. Second, relative to these measures, which 
are called harmonic, there is a Liouville-type theorem for any bounded Bore1 
function on the manifold which is harmonic on each leaf. Namely, for almost 
all leaves relative to any one of these harmonic measures, this leaf harmonic 
function is constant on each leaf. Third, the harmonic measures have a very 
reasonable local characterization. In any foliation coordinate system, they 
are transversal sums of h(L) dx(L), where h(L) is a positive harmonic 
function on the leaf L and dx(L) is the Riemannian measure on L. These 
statements comprise Theorem 1 which is stated more precisely later in the 
Introduction. 
The first fact is surprising because up to now the only measures attached 
to foliations were the holonomy invariant transverse measures of Plante [ 141 
and Ruelle-Sullivan [ 151 and some foliations do not admit these. The second 
fact is unexpected because there are foliations where all the leaves are hyper- 
bolic planes and each hyperbolic plane, being conformal to the disk, admits 
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many nonconstant bounded harmonic functions. The third fact is interesting 
because the harmonic measures are first defined globally as fixed points of 
an operator on measures given by Brownian motion diffusion along the 
leaves. The local picture of harmonic measures arises by characterizing these 
measures with a differential condition that the leaf Laplacian of the measure 
is equal to zero. 
A rich and important class of examples consists of the Lie group foliations 
F(H, G, T), where G is a Lie group, H is a closed connected subgroup of G 
and T is a discrete cocompact subgroup of G. The underlying manifold M of 
the foliation is G/T and the leaves of the foliation are the left cosets of H in 
G projected to G/T. In this situation G is automatically unimodular; that is, 
left Haar measure equals right Haar measure, but H may or may not be 
unimodular. However, it is a theorem of Bowen [I ] that F(G, H, T) has a 
holonomy invariant transverse measure if and only if H is unimodular. For 
example, if G = Sl(2, R) and H is the ax + b group, and T is any cocompact 
Fuchsian group, then H is not unimodular and F(H, G, T) has no holonomy 
invariant transverse measure, but it does have a harmonic measure. Indeed, 
answering a question asked us by Bill Thurston, we shall demonstrate later 
that the harmonic measure in that case is unique. (In all these F(H, G, T) 
examples, the Haar measure on G determines a harmonic measure relative to 
a right invariant metric on G/T.) Consider the case when G = S/(2, C) and 
H is Sl(2, R) and T is a cocompact discrete subgroup of S/(2, C). Divide by 
SO(2, R), acting on the left, to get a foliation whose leaves are copies of the 
hyperbolic plane. Our second fact (the Liouville theorem for Bore1 leaf 
harmonic functions) says that it is impossible to put together nonconstant 
bounded harmonic functions on these leaves in a way to produce a bounded 
Bore1 function on the whole space. Moreover, H is a semisimple Lie group 
and thus unimodular. Hence, the Haar measure determines a holonomy 
invariant transverse measure. For this foliation, Plante’s subexponential 
growth method (141 for constructing such measures does not apply. 
However, our ergodic decomposition theory, developed in Section 6, gives a 
way to view this measure as a limit of diffused” Dirac measures. 
If (M, F) is a compact foliated Riemannian manifold, we say that a 
probability measure m on M is harmonic if (df, m) equals zero, where f is 
any bounded measurable function on M which is smooth in the leaf direction 
and d denotes the Laplacian in the leaf direction. (We use the symbol (g, U) 
to denote the integral of a function g with respect o the measure u.) 
THEOREM 1. (a) A compact foliated Riemannian manifold (M, F) 
always has nontrivial harmonic measures. 
(b) Any bounded Bore1 function h which is harmonic on each leaf 
must be constant on almost all leaves, relative to any finite harmonic 
measure. 
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(c) A measure m is harmonic if and only if m locally (in a 
distinguished foliation coordinate system) disintegrates into a transversal 
sum of leaf measures, where almost every leaf measure is a positive harmonic 
function times the Riemannian leaf measure. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 3. We actually prove stronger 
versions of (b) and (c). Manifold M need not be compact, but (M, F) must 
satisfy a condition of bounded geometry for the leaves, defined in Section 2. 
One application to complete Riemannian manifolds partially generalizes a 
result of Yau. Theorem 1 gives basic information relevant to our Brownian 
motion ergodic theorems which are stated and proved in Section 5. The main 
conceptual point of these theorems is that Brownian motion along the leaves 
makes the k-dimensional leaves of the foliation behave like the orbits of an 
action of the semigroup of positive reals. 
The basic analytic estimates for the proofs involving Brownian .motion 
come from Malliavin [ lo] and McKean [ 121. McKean provided many useful 
and helpful comments throughout this work. Sullivan asked the original 
motivating question: Namely, what can be said about the dynamics of the 
leaves of a foliation; how do they wind around in a manifold; how often do 
they pass through a given flow box ? We give a general answer to these 
questions by sampling the leaf along a random path of Brownian motion. A 
geometric application to average Gaussian curvature of leaves combines our 
ergodic theorem and a foliation result of Connes, Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A foliation F is a partition of a manifold M into k-dimensional connected 
submanifolds L which is locally trivial but usually globally complicated. 
Namely, M can be regarded as the union of open disks in Euclidean n space 
so that the overlap maps are smooth and preserve the foliation of Euclidean 
space by a parallel family of k planes. These coordinate disks (usually 
denoted E here) are called flow boxes or distinguished (foliation) coordinate 
systems. The quotient of such an E by the horizontal k planes is called the 
quotient transversal Z = Z(E). If p: E + Z is the projection, then any measure 
m on E may be disintegrated uniquely into the projected measure y on the 
transverse Z and a system of measures a(s) on the leaf slices p-‘(s) = E(s) 
for each s in I. These measures atisfy the following conditions: (1) a(s) is a 
probability measure on E(s). (2) If S is a measurable subset of I, then y(S) = 
mW’(W (3) F ix any measurable subset B of E, then a(s)(B n E): I+ R 
is a measurable function of s. (4) If f is m integrable and supp(f) < E, then 
If (4 dmW = J‘f (v) dWW 4(s). 
Our theory necessitates a condition of uniformly bounded geometry on the 
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leaves of the foliated space. Namely, there is some constant K such that 
given any point in M, there is a coordinate map v, taking the unit ball in the 
leaf about that point diffeomorphically onto the unit ball in Euclidean space 
with the derivatives of (o up to order 3 bounded by K; in particular, the 
lengths of tangent vectors at the point are distorted by less than K. If the 
foliated space is compact, then we know that this condition is satisfied. 
However, there will be situations where an argument works in a more 
general context than compactness. In fact our proof of Theorem l(b) (c) 
does not require compactness, but only uses the condition of uniformly 
bounded geometry. This property has several consequences. Since sectional 
curvature is the second derivative of the metric, we have that the sectional 
curvature is bounded from above and below. The injectivity radius, given by 
injecting the tangent space into the manifold, can also be bounded below by 
one. TThe third consequence is that the volume of a leaf grows at most 
exponentially. We provide the tangent bundle to the foliation with a C3 
Riemannian structure. Each leaf L of the foliation inherits a Riemannian 
structure making it into a connected C3 Riemannian manifold complete for 
diffusion. (The integral of the heat kernel over the whole space equals one.) 
We have a Laplace-Beltami operator A, on each leaf L. The measure on a 
leaf induced by the Riemannian metric is denoted by dx. There is also a one 
parameter semigroup of operators corresponding to the diffusion of heat in 
the leaf directions (as though the leaves were thermally insulated) which is 
denoted by D(t) for nonnegative times t. The leaf Laplacians group together 
to form the foliation Laplacian A. This acts on bounded measurable 
functions of M which are C2 on the leaves. A function is said to be leaf 
harmonic if its foliation Laplacian is identically zero and it is said to be 
diffusion invariant if it is invariant under the action of the foliation diffusion 
operators D(t). 
We now state and demonstrate several facts. 
FACT 1. (a) If f is a bounded and measurable function, then so is 
WJ 
(b) If M is compact and f is continuous, then D(t) f is continuous. 
Before giving the proof of this fact we must make some remarks about 
holonomy. Given a path on a leaf of a foliation and two transversals each 
passing through one of the endpoints of the path, the foliation determines a
homeomorphism from a neighborhood of one endpoint on its transversal to a 
neighborhood of the other endpoint on the corresponding transversal. To see 
this we simply cover the path by distinguished coordinate systems. The 
homeomorphism is unchanged if the path is moved continuously in its leaf 
keeping the endpoints fixed. All of these homeomorphisms between pieces of 
transversals constitute the holonomy pseudogroup of the foliation. A leaf is 
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said to possess a trivial holonomy group if the canonical homeomorphisms 
along paths in that leaf depend only on the endpoints. Over any compact 
region K in such a leaf we can therefore construct a product structure for the 
foliation near K (a possibly very thin flow box containing K). We merely 
push a piece of transversal at some point of K around to the transversals at 
all the other points in K. If a leaf has a nontrivial holonomy group, a 
covering space 2 of L is defined. Over each compact region Z? in t there is a 
product foliation which projects to the foliation near the image K of g in L. 
Thus the foliation near K in L can be treated as in the case of trivial 
holonomy but with identification. In this proof we can assume the holonomy 
groups are trivial. 
ProoJ (a) It suffices to show that if f is a continuous function, then 
D(t)f is Bore1 measurable. Given any distance R (thought to be quite large) 
we define diffusion truncated at R to be 
where p(x, y, t, R) equals the heat diffusion kernel p(x, y, t) if the leaf 
distance between x and y is not greater than R and its equals zero otherwise. 
Clearly D(t, R)f(x) approaches D(t)f(x) pointwise as R approaches 
infinity. We will next demonstrate that D(t, R)f is continuous from which 
the measurability of D(t)f follows. To do this it is necessary to estimate how 
the heat kernel varies from leaf to leaf over bounded regions. Let z and x be 
two nearby points in A4 lying on two different leaves. Let Z be a transversal 
at x containing z; assume that z is sufficiently close to x and that Z is 
sufficiently small so that Z can be pushed around to all points within radius 
R of x to obtain a product structure covering B(x, R), the ball in the leaf of x 
of radius R, Note that this product structure need not be unique. However, 
given such a product structure there is an identification between B(x, R) and 
B(z, R) with z being identified to x. If y(z) denotes the point in B(z, R) iden- 
tified with y in B(x, R), then 
is effectively bounded by the maximum of a sum of differences of the zeroth, 
first, and second derivatives of the coefficients of the elliptical operators on 
the two different leaves. Since the Riemannian structure on M is C3 and we 
are only considering compact pieces of the leaves, we can make this 
difference in the heat kernel as small as we like which completes the proof of 
(a). 
(b) We would like to show that D(t, R)f approaches D(t)f uniformly 
and therefore stablish continuity of D(t)J Suppose we could obtain for each 
580/51/3-3 
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positive c a fixed distance R(c) independent of x with the property that 
p(x, B(x, R(c)), t) is at least 1 - c. Then for any x in A4, we would have that 
lW)f(x) - Dk R@))f(xl is 1 ess than c. This would give uniform 
convergence of @t, R (c))f to D(t)f as c approaches zero. That such R(c) 
exist follows from McKean [ 12, p. 93). Manifold A4 is compact and there is 
a minimum distance R(c) which works for each x. This concludes the proof. 
FACT 2. It can be shown that any function bounded from above and 
below is leaf harmonic tf and only ifit is dtflusion invariant. The assumption 
that the function has a one sided bound can be replaced by the condition that 
the function be integrable on each leaf with respect to the Riemannian 
measure. (See Garnett [22].) 
DEFINITION. If m is a measure on M, the measure diffused along the 
leaves of the foliation D(t) m is defined by (f, D(t) m) = (D(t)f, m) for any 
bounded measurable function f: 
FACT 3. If D(t) m = m, then f m-integrable implies that D(t)f is m- 
integrable. (Zn fact, D(t) acts on the L(l, m) space.) 
Proof: Let f be a representative of an equivalence class in L( 1, m). 
Without loss of generality we can assume that f is nonnegative. Let 
g(n) = min(n,f). Then g(n) is bounded and measurable and thus Dg(n) is 
well defined. The g(n)% and the Dg(n)‘s are both increasing sequences of 
functions. Let Df (x) = lim Dg(n)(x) as n approaches infinity. By D 
invariance of m, we have (g(n), m) = (Dg(n), m) which approaches (f, m) as 
n approaches infinity. Therefore (Of, m) < df, m) and Df is in L( 1, m). Since 
g(n) approaches f from below mod m, and m is D invariant we know that on 
all but a null set of leaves the g(n) approach f pointwise for almost every 
point in the Riemannian leaf measure. Hence we have 
lim Q(n)(x) = lim n-cc n-m s(nU>p(x, y, 0 dy = J f (v)p(x, y, t) dy 
which implies that Df (x) = If (y)p(x, y, t) dy mod m. From this it is easy to 
see that Df is independent of the representative originally used for the 
equivalence class off: Q.E.D. 
FACT 4. If m is any measure (possibly infinite), then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
6) m is harmonic, 
(ii) D(t) m = m for all t > 0. 
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ProoJ By viewing the Laplacian as the lim,,,( l/t)(o(t) - I) it is easy to 
see that (ii) implies (i). Assume that m is harmonic. We will show that 
D(t) m = m for any time t < 1. Since D(t) is a semigroup this gives 
o(t) m = m for all t. Without loss of generality we may assume that the 
holonomy groups are trivial. (See the discussion in the proof of Fact 1). Letf 
be a nonnegative bounded measurable function on M whose support is 
contained in a compact flowbox E. This class of functions is large enough to 
insure that if (D(t)f, m) = df, m) f or all f in this class, then m is D(t) 
invariant. For any A > 0 let D(t, R)f be defined as in the proof of Fact 1; 
namely, it is heat diffusion truncated at distance R. Since D(t,R)f 
approaches f from below we have that (D(t, R)f, m) approaches (D(t)f, m) 
from below as R approaches infinity. Since t < 1 we have that the heat 
kernel decays faster than exp(-KR) for any number K with R being the 
distance between the points. We now want to show that for any c > 0, 
Mm)-Wt.RlLm)<c(f, If m or sufficiently large R. This is demonstrated 
as follows: For any R we can partition E into a large but finite number of 
thin flow boxes each of which can be combed out in the leaf direction a 
distance R. (This follows from the compactness of E and the trivial 
holonomy assumption.) Let A be an element of this partition of E and let B 
be the resulting flow box obtained from the combing of A to distance R. 
Disintegrate m in B and let vdx represent he system of resulting leaf 
measures. We invoke Theorem l(c) whose proof is independent of Fact 4, to 
claim that v is a harmonic function. If v were extended harmonically to the 
whole leaf, then we would have 
V(Y) = j V(X)P(Y, x, t) dx for any y in leaf L. 
For any c > 0 if R were sufficiently large, we would have 
0 < v(y) - j v(x)p(y, x, t, R) dx Q MY). 
This last equation holds because the heat kernel decays faster than 
exp(-KR) for any constant K if R is the distance between x and y. (See 
[lo].) Using Harnack’s inequality, the bounded curvature of the leaves 
ensures that the positive harmonic function v cannot grow faster than a 
positive exponential. In addition, the volume of a leaf of bounded geometry 
grows at most exponentially. This also gives the integrability of 
v(x)p(x, y, t, R). Compactness of E and the global bounds on the smoothness 
of the Riemannian structure give a sufficiently large R which works for all y 
in E. We have thus shown that for any c > 0 there is an r such that for all 
R > r and for all y in E 
V(Y) - j V(X)P(Y, x, t, R) dx < NY), 
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where v is the harmonic function obtained in the disintegration of M in the 
thin product structure covering the R extension of E. We have that the 
support of D(t, R)f is contained in the R extension of E. Compute 
(W, RM m> by summing (D(t, R)f, m/B) over all B which are R extensions 
of some A in the partition of E. For each such B we have 
(D(t, R).L m/B) = j j j S(Y)P(X,Y> 6 R) dv v(x) dx MY, 
SEI XEB yeA 
where y is the transverse measure on the abstract transversal I when m is 
disintegrated in B. We can apply Fubini’s theorem because p(x, y, t, R) v(x) 
is integrable. Using the symmetry of p(x, y, t, R) in x and y, we can write 
(D(t, R)f, m/B) = I,,, jy EAf(~) jxrR V(X)P(Y, x, t, R) dx & dy(s). 
On the other hand 
giving 
df, 49 - @(tt R ).A w’@ 
= I i f(~)(Cv) - v@))P(A x3 t, RI dx dy MS) SEI yeA 
< I I f(y) V(Y) c d? 4W = 4.L m/B). SEI YEA 
Summing over all B finishes the proof. Q.E.D. 
FACT 5. If m is a finite measure, then invariance of m under dl@sion at 
one positive time t is equivalent o being invariant for all time. 
Fact 5 is not used in any subsequent proofs. Its proof uses the foliation 
ergodic theorem and is given in Section 5. It is not known if this is true for 
nonfinite measures. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We now give the proof of Theorem 1 stated in the Introduction. Actually 
we prove a stronger version of (b) and (c). The condition that M be compact 
is dropped. However, we add the condition that the leaves satisfy the 
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condition of uniformly bounded geometry which is defined in the beginning 
of Section 2. 
Proof. (a) We must show the existence of a nontrivial harmonic 
measure. The set of probability measures on a compact finite-dimensional 
foliated manifold M is a nonempty convex set. The leaf diffusion operator is 
a continuous affine mapping and any fixed point will be diffusion invariant 
for that time. The Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem insures that such a 
fixed point exists for all times. 
(b) We must show that any bounded Bore1 function h which is 
harmonic on each leaf must be constant on almost all leaves relative to any 
linite harmonic measure m. In fact we prove a slightly more general result 
which does not require compactness of M. We drop the conditions off being 
bounded and m being finite, but require that f be m-integrable. In the case 
that M is compact and f is bounded these conditions are obviously satisfied. 
We need a lemma relating the measure class of a harmonic measure to the 
Riemannian leaf measures. A measure class Q on the Bore1 subsets of M is 
said to be smooth leafwise if the null sets in Q are precisely those sets whose 
leaf slices have Riemannian leaf measure zero for all but a null set in Q of 
leaves. That is to say, a set A is a null set in Q if and only if 
{x: dx(A n L) > 0) is in Q, where L is the leaf of x. 
LEMMA A. If m is any measure on M, then the measure class of D(t) m 
is the same as D(s) m for any positive times t and s. Furthermore, leaf 
dl@%sion preserves the measure class of m if and only if the measure class of 
m is smooth leafwise. 
Proof: We use the fact that the leaf heat kernel starting from any point 
has the same measure class as the Riemannian leaf measure. Therefore, 
D(t) m(B) = 0 if and only if m{x:p(x, B, t) > 0} equals zero. Q.E.D. 
The main point to remember is that in any statement involving a harmonic 
measure a property which holds almost everywhere for the global harmonic 
measure will hold leafwise modulo the Riemannian measure for almost all 
leaves. This relationship between global and leaf measure classes is used 
often. Now suppose we are given a harmonic measure m and an m-integrable 
function f which is leaf harmonic. Then by Fact 2, f is diffusion invariant. 
The proof of (b) only uses diffusion invariance at some positive time 1. 
Fact 3 assures us that Df is m-integrable. For any positive real number c 
define g(c) = min(f c). It is easy to see that Dg(c) < min(Df, c) from which 
it follows that Dg(c) Q g(c) by the D invariance off. Since c is positive we 
have [g(c)\ < 1 f 1 and hence g(c) and Dg(c) are both m-integrable. Since m is 
harmonic, integrating these two functions and setting the integrals equal we 
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have g(c) = Dg(c) mod m. Lemma A then says there is a leaf saturated set 
Z(c) of full measure such that Dg(c) = g( c mod the Riemannian measure for ) 
every leaf in Z(c). Given any such leaf in Z(c) and a point x on the leaf we 
see that Df(x) > c if and only iff is greater than c on some region of the leaf 
with positive Riemannian measure and g(c) will equal its maximum value of 
c on that set. In that case D invariance of g(c) implies that g(c) must be 
equal to c on that leaf. Thus we have that the property of being greater c is a 
leaf invariant property for leaves in Z(c). Let Z equal the intersection of Z(c) 
over all nonnegative rationals c. Apply the same argument o -J: Then Z is 
a leaf invariant set with full m measure and f is constant on the leaves of Z. 
This finishes the proof of (b). 
(c) We must prove that a measure m is harmonic if and only if it 
disintegrates locally into a transversal sum of leaf measures where almost 
every local leaf measure is a product of a positive leaf harmonic function 
and the Riemannian leaf measure. This uses the Laplacian characterization 
of harmonicity and proceeds along local lines. Fix a flow box E which is 
closed. Let I be the quotient transversal. Using disintegration of measures, 
decompose m into a transversal measure y on I and a system of leaf 
measures a(s) for each s in 1. This system satisfies the following property: 
For any m-integrable function whose support is contained in E, 
If m is harmonic, then these u(s) are of the same measure class as the 
Riemannian leaf measures restricted to E. Take the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of a(s) relative to the Riemannian leaf measure to give a system of 
mappings K(s): E -+ R. The proof of (c) depends upon Lemmas B and C. 
LEMMA B. A global measure m is harmonic if and only if for every 
bounded measurable function f: M-+ R which is C2 in the leaf direction and 
whose support is contained in a compact jlow box E we have (AA o(s)) = 0 
for y almost all s. 
Proof: Let A denote the class of functions described in the statement of 
the lemma. This class is sufficiently large to insure that m is harmonic if and 
only if (Af, m) = 0 for all f in A. In addition, iff is in A, then the restriction 
off to those slices E(s) for which (Af, a(s)) > 0 gives f, which is also in A. 
An f2 in A may also be defined by restricting to those slices where the 
integral is negative. Thus m is harmonic if and only if 
(AA, m> =0 for i = 1,2. 
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However, (df,, m) = ((df,, a(s)), y(s)) = 0 if and only if 
y(s E I: (A&, a,) # 0) = 0 for i=l,2. 
Thus m is harmonic if and only if (Af, a(s)) = 0 for y almost all s. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA C. If m is a measure on a single leaf with compact support in 
the closure of a domain, then (AA m) = 0 for all C2 functions f: L + R with 
support in the domain tf and only tf m is a harmonic function times the 
Riemannian measure restricted to the domain. 
Proof. See [ 13, pp. 115-1621. 
Combining Lemmas B and C we have m is harmonic if and only if the 
local disintegration of m in a compact flow box gives a transversal measure y 
and a system of leaf measures u(s) for which y almost each a(s) satisfies 
(AA u(s)) = 0 for all suitable f: This is true if and only if u(s) is a harmonic 
function times the Riemannian leaf measure restricted to E(s). Q.E.D. 
We summarize by saying that to establish the harmonicity of a global 
measure m it is sufficient to disintegrate the measure on a collection of flow 
boxes which cover the manifold and verify that the leaf measures are 
harmonic functions times the local Riemannian measures. This suffkes 
because disintegrations on intersecting boxes are related by a constant of 
proportionality and a harmonic function times a constant is still harmonic. 
PROPOSITION 1. If m is a harmonic measure and f is a leaf harmonic 
function, then any one of the following four conditions suflces to insure that f 
is constant leafwise on m almost all leaves. 
(1) m is finite and f is bounded from below, 
(2) f is bounded from below and in L(p, m) for some 0 < p < 1, 
(3) f is in L(p, m) for some 1 <p ( 00, 
(4) there is a convex (concave) monotone function K from the real to 
the reals such that the domain of K contains the range off and K(f) is m- 
integrable. 
(Note that the compactness of the manifold is not needed.) 
Proof. For each real c let g(c) = mindf, c) as in the proof of Theorem 
1 (b); D invariance off gives Dg(c) < g(c). 
(1) Since f is bounded from below and m is finite we have the m- 
integrability of g(c) and can thus derive that g(c) = Dg(c) mod m. The rest of 
the proof proceeds as in Theorem l(b). 
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(2) Taking pth powers increases the magnitude of a number if it is 
between --I and 1. Thus 
Ifl” (xl 2 Ifl (xl for xEf-‘[-I, 11. 
If If] (x) > 1, then If]” (x) > 1 and thus m-integrability of ]fi” implies that 
m(x: If] (x) > 1 } < co. If c is 20 we can conclude that g(c) is m-integrable. 
Using the same method of proof as above we can deduce that for some leaf 
invariant set of full m measure, whenever f takes on positive values it is 
constant along the leaves of that set. Now restrict f to its negative part and 
multiply by -1. This gives a nonnegative L(p, m) leaf harmonic function. 
Repeat the argument o complete the proof. 
(3) When p = 1 this is precisely Theorem l(b). If p is greater than 1, 
then D If lp > If Ip b ecause raising to the pth power is a concave function. 
Knowing that f is integrable we can deduce that the integrals of If lp and 
DIfl” must be equal and thus Jf(“=Dlf\“modm. Hence jfj” is a leaf 
harmonic m-integrable function and by Theorem 1 must be constant along m 
almost all leaves. So f must be constant along m almost all leaves. 
(4) This condition is really just an elaboration of (3). Convexity 
(concavity) of K gives DKfl< K(f) @K(J)) and integrability of K(f) 
gives DK(f) = K(f) mod m. It follows that K(f) is constant on leaves for m 
almost all leaves. Since K is monotone this implies that f must also be 
constant along those leaves. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If we apply Proposition 1 to a foliation with just one leaf we 
can say that on a Riemannian mainfold of bounded geometry there are no 
nonconstant integrable harmonic functions. Nor are there any nonconstant 
L(p) harmonic functions for p strictly between 0 and 1 which are bounded 
below. Yau proved that on a complete Riemannian manifold there are no 
nonconstant L(p) harmonic functions for any p strictly between 1 and 
infinity ([ 201). 
4. INVARIANT MEASURES AND ERGODICITY 
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS. Recall the definition of the holonomy 
pseudogroup in the proof of Fact 1 in Section 1. Define a holonomy 
invariant measure and holonomy invariant measure class for a foliation. The 
first is a measure on each transversal which must be invariant under all the 
canonical homeomorphisms of the holonomy pseudogroup. See [ 14, 15). The 
second is a measure class on each transversal whose null sets are preserved 
by the holonomy pseudogroup. A holonomy invariant measure combines 
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with the Riemannian leaf measure to define a global measure. Such a 
measure is called completely invariant. Similarly, a holonomy invariant 
measure class combines with the Riemannian measure class to form a global 
measure class which we call quasi-invariant. 
We have two properties of measure classes; being quasi-invariant as 
described above and being smooth leafwise as defined in the proof of 
Theorem l(b). The first places the emphasis on the transverse structures and 
the second is more related to the leaf structure. In fact these two definitions 
are equivalent. 
LEMMA D. A measure class for a foliation is smooth leafwise ifand only 
if it is quasi-invariant. 
Prof. A measure class is smooth leafwise if a null set is characterized by 
its leaf slices having Riemannian measure zero for all but a null set of leaves. 
That is, a set B has zero measure if and only if the leaf extension of the parts 
of B with positive Riemannian measure has zero measure. Given such a 
measure class Q we can construct a holonomy invariant measure class where 
a piece of a transversal has zero measure if and only if its leaf extension in a 
flow box has zero Q measure. It is easy to check that this holonomy 
invariant measure class combines with the Riemannian leaf measure to 
produce a quasi-invariant measure class which agrees with the original 
measure class. The converse of Lemma D is easy to check. Q.E.D. 
Now take any measure representating a measure class and diffuse it. The 
new measure class that is determined by this diffused measure only depends 
upon the original measure class and not the representative chosen to diffuse. 
Lemma A states that diffusion preserves a measure class if and only if the 
measure class is smooth leafwise. This gives 
COROLLARY 1. A harmonic measure determines a quasi-invariant 
measure class. 
Quasi-invariant measure classes are suitable for discussion of the 
dynamics of the foliation. A quasi-invariant measure class is said to be 
ergodic if any measurable set of leaves has zero or full measure. Similarly 
any measure representing an ergodic measure class is said to be ergodic. 
COROLLARY 2. A finite harmonic measure is ergodic if and only if any 
bounded leaf harmonic function is constant almost everywhere on the 
manifold. 
ProoJ This is a direct consequence of Theorem l(b). 
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COROLLARY 3. Any completely invariant measure is harmonic. 
Proof: When a completely invariant measure is disintegrated locally the 
resultant leaf measures are a constant times the Riemarmian leaf measures 
and thus it follows from Theorem l(c) that the measure is harmonic. Q.E.D. 
The converse of Corollary 3 is not true as is demonstrated by Example 1 
which shall be explored in depth throughout he paper. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider a foliation of the positively asymptotic geodesics 
in the unit tangent bundle of a compact surface of constant negative 
curvature. Let H be the hyperbolic plane modelled as the 2 disk. The unit 
circle S’ represents the points at infinity. To each point s at infinity and each 
point x in the hyperbolic plane is associated the unique point in Y(H’) 
which is the unit tangent vector based at x and whose positive geodesic hits 
the unit circle at s. We denote this point by (x. us). Foliate the unit tangent 
bundle T’(H*) into 2-dimensional leaves by grouping together vectors which 
point to the same point at infinity. The leaves are named by the points on the 
unit circle. If [a, b] is an interval of points in the unit circle, then for each x 
in the hyperbolic plane define the visual measure at the point x by v,(a, b) to 
be the hyperbolic angle between (x, u,) and (x, vb). This determines a finite 
measure on the Bore1 subsets of the unit circle for each x. By construction, 
these measures are invariant under hyperbolic isometries. A global measure 
u for the whole foliation is obtained by integrating the visual measures over 
the fibre product. Namely, if f: T’(H’)-+ R is a bounded measurable 
function with compact support, then 
where dx is the Riemannian measure on hyperbolic space. Observe that if g 
is a hyperbolic isometry, then (fo g, U) = (f, u). Each leaf is a copy of the 
hyperbolic plane. This is a foliated manifold of the form F(H, G, ?J 
described in the introduction, where G = S/(2, R), H is the ax + b group and 
T is the trivial group. 
PROPOSITION 2. The measure u constructed above is harmonic. 
Before proving this it should be noted that this foliation possesses no 
holonomy invariant measure [141, and consequently no completely invariant 
measure. 
ProoJ: We shall disintegrate the restriction of u to a flow box and show 
that the resultant leaf measures are harmonic functions times the hyperbolic 
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measures on the leaves restricted to the flow box. The proposition then 
follows from Theorem l(c). We shall consider flow boxes E of the form 
E = {(x, u,): x E B s E [a, b]} 
where B is a ball in the hyperbolic disk centered at a point x0. Let 
f: T’(H’) + R be a bounded Bore1 measurable function whose support is 
contained in E. Let p: E -+ [a, b] be the projection of E onto its quotient 
transversal [a, b]. Let y, u(s) for s in [a, b] be the system of measures 
obtained by disintegration of u in E. Then each a(s) is a probability measure 
on E(s) =p-‘(8) and y is a measure on [a, b]. In particular 
(.L u> = jj.m us> W)(x) d?(S)* 
Let [c, d] E [a, b]; then 
Since x0 is at the center of B and v has the mean value property, we have 
~=lBIxv,,,v where IBI is the hyperbolic area of B. We can then write 
(f, u) = IB I jjf G v,)> W)(x) dv,&s). (1) 
Let G,: Z -+ R be the Radon-Nikodym derivatives ~v,..~v,~. In particular, if 
g: Z-t R is a bounded measurable function, then 
I,, &T(S) G,(s) dvx,W =i,., g(s) dv,(s). 
By the definition of u 
u u) = jjf(x3 us) du,(s) dx. 
Since support off is contained in E we have 
(f, u> = jjf(-% v,) dv,(s) dx 
= l f(x, us> G,(s) dv,,(s) dx
= J f(x, 0s) G,(s) dx dv,,(s). (2) 
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Comparing Eqs. (1) and (2) we have 
w > - = & G,(s) = 
3X 
However, (~v,/~v,,(s) is a harmonic function of x which in fact is obtained 
by considering the hyperbolic isometry sending the hyperbolic disk to the 
upper half plane with s going to infinity and the horocycles at s mapping to 
horizontal lines. Then (~vX/~v,,,)(s) i , up to a constant multiple, the function 
which represents the height of the horizontal line corresponding at the 
horocycle passing through the point x. Q.E.D. 
All the previous constructions are invariant under any hyperbolic 
isometry. Therefore we may pass to the quotient by any discrete group of 
isometries T. In particular the induced measure u/T will be harmonic for the 
quotient foliation F(H, G, 7’). The leaves are almost always hyperbolic 
planes, although a countable number will be hyperbolic cylinders 
corresponding to the fixed points of the elements of T. 
PROPOSITION 3. If the fundamental domain of T has finite area, then 
u/T is a finite ergodic measure for the foliation F(H, G, T). 
Proof: Any measurable set of leaves in F(H, G, 7) can be represented by 
a subset A of the unit circle which must be invariant under T. Extend the 
characteristic function of A to a harmonic function on the interior of the 2 
disk which is our model for the hyperbolic plane. The T-invariance of A 
implies that f is also T-invariant. Hence f can be projected to a mapping 
from HZ/T to R. This projection must be harmonic. Since the fundamental 
domain of T has finite area and f takes on values of zero and one we can 
apply the remarks following Proposition 1 to deduce that this projection 
must be the constant map. Hence f must be constant and therefore the 
characteristic function on A must be constant almost everywhere implying 
that either A or its complement has zero circle measure. Q.E.D. 
We shall show later that this ergodic measure is unique, but that requires 
the foliation ergoic theorem to be developed in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION 4. If T is a Fuchsian group acting on the disk with a 
fundamental domain offtnite hyperbolic area, then the diagonal action of T 
on the product of the unit circle with itself is ergodic. 
(This was first proven by Hopf in 1937; however, our proof does not use the 
Birkhoff ergodic theorem and also extends to infinite volume groups of 
divergence type. See [ 191.) 
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Proof: Let I3 be a measurable and T-invariant subset of the unit circle 
crossed with itself. We want to show that B has trivial measure. 
Step 1. Assume B has nontrivial measure. Then there is a subset C 
contained in the unit circle with positive measure such that every B cross 
section in C has nontrivial measure. That is, for all s in C 0 < 1(B,) < 1, 
where B, = ( y: (s,~) E B} and A is the normalized circle measure. 
Step 2. Considering the interior of the unit circle to be the hyperbolic 
plane Hz, we shift to a new setting. Let u and T’(H*) be defined as in 
Example 1. 
Step 3. Considering the unit circle as the boundary of Hz for each s in 
the circle, fill in the characteristic function of B, to a harmonic functionf, on 
Hz. That is, for any x in H’,f,(x) is the visual angle at the point x subtended 
by B, on the horizon. Let F: S’ X HZ --f R be defined by F(s, x) =f,(x). Since 
B is T-invariant we have for all g in T 
FW), g(x)) =fg&W =.Ux) = F(s, xi 
Step 4. Pass to the quotient space M. Let 71: S’ X Hz + S’ X HZ/T = A4, 
where (s, x) is identified to all its images (g(s), g(x)) under the diagonal 
action of T. Now F projects to 2: M + R, 7c carries the leaves in S’ x Hz to 
the leaves in M. The measure u projects to a finite harmonic measure u/T. 
Applying Theorem l(b) we have that F’ is constant on almost all leaves. 
Hence F is constant on almost all leaves and thus B, has trivial A measure 
for almost all s contradicting Step 1. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The argument here gives a result about the Furstenburg or 
Poisson boundary B(T,p) of a random walk p on a countable group T. First 
of all, since L”O(B(T,p)) is just the bounded harmonic functions on T 
relative to the walk p it is clear that the action of T on B(T,p) is ergodic. 
The argument above gives the stronger result that the action of T on 
BP, P) x B(T, P) is ergodic when p is symmetric. 
5. ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR FOLIATIONS 
THEOREM 2 (Foliation ergodic theorem). Let m be a finite harmonic 
measure. For any m-integrable function f there exists an m-integrable 
function 7 which is constant along leaves and has the following two 
properties: 
(1) 76) = lim,,, l/n Cf:-,’ D(t)f (x) for m almost all x, 
(2) <Xm)=(f,m). 
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Proof: The heat kernel for diffusion along the leaves satisfies Yosida’s 
criteria [ 2 1 ] for a Markov process. Apply Yosida’s ergodic theorem for these 
Markov processes and the result gives anfsatisfying properties (1) and (2). 
Theorem l(b) gives the constancy ofSon the leaves. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. A continuous version of Theorem 2 holds. That is, 
lim -!-I’ D(t)fdt =f(x) mod m. 
n-tm n IJ 
See [9, pp. 88-921. 
Remark 2. We call f the leaf diffused time average and view it as the 
time average off diffused over the leaf. 
Remark 3. It is not known whether compactness of the manifold would 
imply that 
lim D(t)f=fmod m. 
t-too 
Remark 4. If m is ergodic, then f equals (f, m). 
Remark 5. The foliation ergodic theorem is true even if m is D(t) 
invariant for one positive time t. 
We now prove Fact 5. Namely, we will show that if m is a finite measure 
invariant for diffusion at one positive time, then it is invariant under 
diffusion for all times. 
ProojI Suppose that D(s) m = m for some positive time s. We also can 
suppose that m(M) = 1. Let V equal the convex set of all probability 
measures on M which are invariant under D(s). We will show, indepen- 
dently, in Section 6 that the extreme points of this set are the D(s) invariant 
ergodic probability measures. Given any time t greater than zero, the 
semigroup nature of diffusions insures that D(t) acts on V. More precisely, if 
D(s) u = U, then D(s) o(t) u = D(t) D(s) u = D(t) u. Hence o(t) of an 
element in V is invariant under D(s) and thus is also in V. The next step is to 
observe that o(t) of any measure in V is of the same measure class as that 
element. Suppose that u is an extreme point of V, then u is an ergodic 
measure which is D(s) invariant. So by the foliation ergodic theorem we 
have that cf, u) =Jwhich is constant mod a null set in the u measure class. 
However, since o(t) u is also D(s) invariant we have df, D(t) U) =rmod a 
null set in the same measure class. Hence D(t) u and u must be equal. 
Therefore D(t) leaves the extreme points of V invariant and so must fix all 
the points of V. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 4. A quasi-invariant measure class Q contains a Jinite 
harmonic ergodic measure if and only if the leaf difSused time average of any 
bounded measurable function is constant modulo a null set of leaves in Q. 
Proo$ Lemma D states that quasi-invariance is equivalent to being 
smooth in the leaf direction. Corollary 2 states that a finite harmonic 
measure is ergodic if and only if any bounded leaf harmonic function is 
constant almost everywhere. Thus if Q contains a finite harmonic measure, 
then the leaf diffused time average will be constant on leaves by Theorem 2; 
if this measure is ergodic, then the leaf diffused time average will be constant 
on the whole space mod Q. Conversely, suppose that Q is smooth in the leaf 
direction and that any bounded measurable function f from M to R has a 
leaf diffused time average f which is constant mod Q. Define an operator m 
on Lz by m(f) =J To show that this is well defined we must show that if 
f = g mod Q, thenf= gmod Q. First we show that 
n-l 
f-- g = lim L V D(t)f - lim L 
n-1 
n-co n PO n+03 n 
\’ W)g 
*TO 
= lim -!- “+’ (D(t)f- D(t)g) 
n+3 n I5o 
= ;irr + “cl @(t)(f -g)) 
I=0 
because all the limits exists. Hence T- g’ = fq We must now demonstrate 
that if B is a null set, then the leaf diffused time average of the indicator set 
for B equals zero mod Q. The leaf extension of that part of B with positive 
Riemannian measure has Q measure zero. For x not in that leaf extension 
p(x, B, t) = 0 because B has Riemannian measure zero. This shows that 
the leaf diffused indicator set is indeed zero mod Q and that the operator 
m is well defined on Lz. Linearity and positivity of m are easy to verify. 
Boundedness follows from the fact that Ilf jloo < k implies that 
k = {x: dx(J-‘(k, co)) > O} is a null set, and if x is not in k, then 
D(t)f(x) < k for all t and for such x we have If(x)\ < k. Hence m defines, 
by construction, a finite measure on M in the measure class Q. Ergodicity 
follows from Corollary 2. Harmonicity is satisfied because 




‘+’ D(t)f - -L 5’ D(t + 1)f 
n tY0 n t=o ) 
which approaches zero as n --) 00. Q.E.D. 
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The measure m is uniquely determined in this proof. Any other harmonic 
measure in the class Q must be a constant times m. We now consider an 
interpretation of the ergodic theorem at the microscopic level of random 
paths along the leaves of the foliation. 
THEOREM 3 (Leaf path ergodic theorem). Let m be a finite harmonic 
measure. For any m-integrable function f from M to R the 
lim n-lm l/n CEif( w J exists for m almost all points x and almost any path 
w (in the sense of Wiener measure) starting at x and lying on the leaf of x. 
This limit is constant on leaves and equals the leaf dtflused time average ofJ: 
Proof: We make a correspondence between the foliated space and the 
space of leaf paths. The argument is the same as in K. Jacobs ] 7 1. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. If m is ergodic, then lim l/n 2 f (w,) is constant for almost 
any generic leaf path w. 
Remark 2. If M is compact, then this theorem can be strengthened to 
obtain one measurable set of leaves 2 with full m measure such that for any 
continuous function f and any generic leaf path w on a leaf in Z, the time 
average off along w equals the value off”on that leaf. In a sense this gives a 
subfoliation of the original whose statistics are captured by leaf paths. 
COROLLARY 5. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold foliated by 
two-dimensional leaves. Let m be a finite ergodic completely invariant 
measure on M. Let k(x) be the Gaussian curvature of the leaf at the point x. 
If there are noncompact leaves in the support of m, then the average of k 
along almost any leaf path exists and is nonpositive. 
Proof. A completely invariant measure is harmonic. Apply Theorem 3 to 
show that lim,,, l/n 2:;: (w(t)) = (k, m) for any generic leaf path w. 
Connes [2] proved a theorem, using von Neumann algebras and an index 
theorem that states, if there are any noncompact leaves in the support of a 
finite ergodic holonomy invariant measure, then (k, m) < 0. Q.E.D. 
There is a question posed by Sullivan: Does a fancier version of Connes’ 
theorem give the inequality of Corollary 5 for the curvature averages relative 
to any harmonic measure, not only those coming from holonomy invariant 
measures? 
We reexamine Example 1 of the positively asymptotic geodesics in the 
unit tangent bundle of a compact surface of constant negative curvature that 
was discussed in Section 4. This foliation is denoted by F(H, G, T). We 
proved in Proposition 3 that the natural measure u/T defined on this space is 
harmonic and ergodic. We now state and prove an even stronger result. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let F(H, G, T) be the foliated manifold described above. 
It is uniquely ergodic in the sense that there is precisely one harmonic 
probability measure on the space for which the foliation is ergodic. 
ProoJ We start by observing the following geometric fact upon which 
the proof of the proposition hinges. Let e and f represent two different points 
at infinity and thus two different leaves in the foliation. Let x be a point on 
the hyperbolic disk. Thus (x, e) and (x,f) represent points in two different 
leaves. Let w be any path in the hyperbolic disk starting at x and limiting to 
any point at infinity different from e andf. Then I(w(t), e) - (w(t),f)J + 0 as 
t + co, where the distance is measure by the visual measure, i.e., then angle 
between the two vectors. Also note that almost every path starting at x hits 
the unit circle at some point different from e andf. Since u/T is harmonic 
there is a set of leaves in F(H, G, 7’) with u/T measure one for which any 
continuous real valued function g and any generic leaf path w on a leaf in 
that set gives, by the leaf path ergodic theorem, 
,‘\I + n+’ g(w(t)) = (g, u/T). 
It=0 
Let L be one of these good leaves. Let L, be a leaf in the covering space x of 
F(H, G, 7’) which projects onto L. Let g: F(H, G, T) --) R be a continuous 
mapping and G: J--+ R be the lifted mapping. This gives 
;\% $ “$1 G(W), 4) = (g, u/T) for any generic path w in L,. 
Let J be any leaf in F(H, G, T) which lifts to L, in 2. By the previous 
geometric observation we have that 
n-l 
,$ i z: WWy e)> -i I =-C G((w(t), f )) = 0. 
I=0 
Note that since g is a continuous function on a compact space and G is its 
lifting, then 
W% 4) - G((w(t),f )) approaches zero as t approaches infinity. 
Since lim n+,(Vn> CL’ W(W), e>> = (g, u/T) and lim,+,((lln> 
Cf:,j G((w(t), e)) - (l/n) CL’ G(w(t),f ))>) = 0 we have lim,+,(l/n) 
C::; G((w(t),f )) exists and equals (g, u/T). By projecting this down to 
F(H, G, 7’) we can conclude that 
p; $ c g(w(t),f) = (a 09~ 
58015113.4 
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where w is almost any path in the leaf J. If u were another ergodic harmonic 
probability measure on F(H, G, T), then (g, V) = lim(l/n) 2 g(w(t)) for w 
any generic path on v almost all leaves. But we know that no matter what 
leaf w lies on, the time average is (g, u/T). Hence u/T = v. Q.E.D. 
6. ERGODIC DECOMPOSITION OF HARMONIC MEASURES 
LEMMA E. The set V of harmonic probability measures for a compact 
mantfold is a nonempty convex set. 
Proof: The proof follows from Theorem l(a) and the linearity of the 
integral. 
LEMMA F (Lebesgue decomposition for harmonic measures). If u and v 
are two harmonic probability measures, then v decomposes into a sum of two 
harmonic measures which live on disjoint leaf saturated sets. One of the 
summands is singular to u and the other is absolutely continuous with respect 
to u. 
Proof By the standard Lebesgue decomposition theorem there is a 
measurable set S with u measure zero such that vT the restriction of v to the 
complement T of S is absolutely continuous with respect o u. Let R be the 
set of leaves for which S intersects each leaf with positive Riemannian 
measure and let U be the complement of R. Let v, be v restricted to R and v2 
be v restricted to U, v, + v2 = v. Since u(S) = 0 the leaf smoothness property 
of harmonic measures ensures that u(U) = 1 and u(R) = 0. All that remains 
to demonstrate is that vZ is absolutely continuous with respect o u. Let D be 
any set with u measure zero. Since vr is absolutely continuous with respect 
to u we know that v(D n 7’) = 0. Thus we have by the leaf smoothness 
property, that the set of leaves with D n T positive Riemannian measure has 
v measure zero. To show that v*(D) = 0 we must show that v(D n U) = 0. It 
sufftces to show that the set of leaves Z for which the D n U slice has 
positive Riemannian measure itself has v measure zero. However, a leaf in 2 
must be a leaf in U for which the D slice has positive measure and conse- 
quently the D n T slice also has positive measure. Yet we already showed 
that such a set must have v measure zero. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6. A harmonic probability measure u is ergodic tf and only 
if it is an extreme point of V, the convex set of harmonic probability 
measures. 
Proof If u E V is not ergodic, then there is a separation of the foliation 
into two disjoint leaf saturated measurable sets with nontrivial u measure. 
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The restriction of u to a measurable leaf saturated set is a harmonic measure. 
This alows u to be written as a convex combination of two elements in V 
and shows that I( is not an extreme point. Conversely, suppose that u is 
ergodic and u = au + bw with u and w elements of V and a + b = 1. By 
Lemma F we can decompose u into two harmonic measures living on 
disjoint leaf saturated sets such that one is absolutely continuous with 
respect o w and the other is singular to w. If w # 0, then the ergodicity of u 
implies that the part of u which is singular to w equals zero. Thus we can 
assume that ZJ is absolutely continuous with respect o w. Similarly we can 
show that w is absolutely continuous with respect o u. So U, U, and w all 
have the same sets of measure zero. Since u is ergodic we have, by the 
foliation ergodic theorem that they are all equal measures. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. The subset V’ of V consisting of those measures which 
are completely invariant is convex (although possibly empty). The extreme 
points of this subset are ergodic. 
Proof. Convexity follows from the observation that the sum of two 
holonomy invariant transverse measures is also holonomy invariant. Suppose 
that u is an extreme point of the subset V’ but not ergodic. Then there is a 
measurable set of leaves D such that u(D) > 0 and ~(0’) > 0. (DC is the 
complement of 0.) The restriction of u to D and DC gives rise to two 
harmonic completely invariant measures which are not zero. This contradicts 
the extremeness of u. Q.E.D. 
Kyrlofl-Bogoluboff Theory 
In this subsection we establish an ergodic decomposition of harmonic 
measure and give a constructive method for producing ergodic ones. 
Throughout this section we require that the foliated manifold M be compact. 
We basically follow the ideas in Yosida [20], but check to insure that the 
constructs extend to leaf saturated sets. Recall that heat diffusion along the 
leaves preserves continuity of functions as demonstrated in Fact 1. The space 
of continuous functions on A4 is a separable Banach space in the sup norm 
topology. Let ( fi}i,, denote a countable dense set. 
DEFINITION. Fix a point x in M. If for each i the leaf diffused time 
average offi exists at the point x, then we define a diffused dirac measure & 
at x to be the probability measure whose integral of any continuous function 
fi is precisely the leaf diffused time average of that function at x. If f is 
continuous and gi is a subset of the countable basis fi which approaches f 
uniformly, then the integral off with respect o the diffused dirac measures is 
defined to be equal to the limit of the integrals of the gi)s with respect o the 
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diffused dirac measures. It can be shown that this limit will equal the leaf 
diffused time average off at the point x. A point x in M is a regular point if 
the diffused dirac measure is defined at x, is an ergodic measure and if x is 
contained in its support. 
PROPOSITION 7. There is a leaf saturated measurable set R having the 
following properties: 
(1) Every point in R is regular. 
(2) Any two points on the same leaf in R have equal dtJiised dirac 
measures. 
(3) Any harmonic probability measure gives full measure to R. 
Proof For each J;: in the countable dense basis of the continuous 
functions there is a leaf saturated set Z(i) with the following properties: 
(1) u@(i)) = 1 for any harmonic measure u; 
(2) for each leaf L in Z(i) there is a constant K(L, i) such that&x) = 
K(L, i) for each x in L. 
This is a consequence of the foliation ergodic theorem. Let Z be the inter- 
section of all the Z(i). Then Z has full measure for every harmonic measure 
and the diffused dirac measure is a probability measure which only depends 
upon the leaf containing x. The rest of the proof proceeds as in standard 
ergodic decomposition theory. See Jacobs [7] or Yosida (211. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4 (Ergodic decomposition theorem for harmonic measures). If 
m is any harmonic probability measure and f is a bounded measurable 
function on h4, then 
(1) (f, ml = Ix,, (.A &WW. 
(2) If m is a completely invariant measure, then 
VI 4 = jxtRo df, &I dmW7 
where R, is R restricted to completely invariant measures. 
Proof (1) If f is a bounded measurable function, then the foliation 
ergodic theorem states that 
df, m) = (j: ml = {,.,f (x) dm(x). 
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Since m(R) = 1 we have (f, m) = j&,?(x) dm(x). If f is continuous, then 
f(x) = (f, 6,) and V; m) = lxsR dr; 6,) dm(x). By a monotone class argument 
we have that for any bounded measurablef, 
Um)= [ (f,&)dm(x). 
In fact, by fixing any m in V we have a mapping H: M -+ V defined by 
sending a regular point x to its diffused dirac measure and any other point in 
M to m. Now H carries any harmonic measure m on M to a distribution on 
V which gives the extreme points of V measure 1 and whose barycenter is m. 
(2) The proof follows from (1) and Corollary 5 which states that the 
extreme points of the convex subset of V consisting of the completely 
invariant measures are themselves extreme points of V. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. A point x in a leaf L of a foliated space is said to even- 
tually wander if there is an open transversal section I containing x such that 
L intersects I in a finite number of points. This is a leaf invariant property. 
A leaf is said to be eventually wandering if it is noncompact and if every 
point on it eventually wanders. 
COROLLARY 6. If M is a compact foliated manifold, then the set of 
leaves which eventually wander are given zero measure by any finite 
holonomy invariant transvers measure. 
Proof: The proof works for any harmonic measure. Put a C3 Riemanian 
structure on the foliation. The holonomy invariant measure combines with 
the Riemannian leaf measures to give a completely invariant measure which 
is harmonic. This resultant measure m is finite because M is compact. We 
will show that if x is a point on a wandering leaf, then x cannot be in the set 
R of regular points, which proves the corollary because R has full measure. 
Assume that L is a wandering leaf and x is a point on L. Assume also that x 
is in R. Since L is wandering there is an open transverse I at x which 
intersects L uniquely at the point x. Let E be a flow box whose transversal 
section is I. Since x is in R we know that the diffused dirac measure at x is 
an ergodic probability measure on M and that x is contained in the support 
of the diffused dirac measure. Hence the diffused dirac measure of E is 
positive. Since L intersects E in a single slice we have that E n L is closed in 
E. Let f be a continuous function which is positive on E -E f3 L and 0, 
elsewhere. Clearly the integral off with respect o the diffused dirac measure 
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at x is zero becausefis zero on all of L. From this we may conclude that the 
diffused dirac measure at x of the set E -E f7 L = 0 and hence the diffused 
diract measure of E n L is positive. Ergodicity of the diffused dirac measure 
forces the diffused dirac measure of L to be equal to one. Hence it is a 
harmonic probability measure on a noncompact leaf L. Theorem I(c) gives a 
positive harmonic function on L which is integrable with respect to the 
Riemannian measure on L. The remark following Proposition 1 implies that 
this function must be constant. This yields a contradiction because the 
volume of any noncompact leaf of a compact foliated space must have 
infinite volume. Q.E.D. 
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